It has been known that load unaware channel selection in 802.11 networks results in high level interference, and can significantly reduce the network throughput. In current implementation, the only way to determine the traffic load on a channel is to measure that channel for a certain duration of time. Therefore, in order to find the best channel with the minimum load all channels have to be measured, which is costly and can cause unacceptable communication interruptions between the AP and the stations. In this paper, we propose a learning based approach which aims to find the channel with the minimum load by measuring only limited number of channels. Our method uses Gaussian Process Regressing to accurately track the traffic load on each channel based on the previous measured load. We confirm the performance of our algorithm by using experimental data, and show that the time consumed for the load measurement can be reduced up to 46% compared to the case where all channels are monitored.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is estimated that more than 60% of internet traffic in global will be transmitted over IEEE 802.11 based Wireless Local Area Netwokrs (WLANs) [1] by 2018. This huge demand for WLANs causes dense and unplanned deployments of 802.11 Access Points (APs) in the foreseeable future. Due to this fact, industry efforts such as the IEEE 802.11ac standard which can provide gigabit-level speeds. Moreover, the High-Efficiency WLAN (HEW) Study Group [2] is currently working on a new high-throughput amendment named IEEE 802.11ax-2019 which aims to improve user experience especially in dense deployment scenarios. Under such scenarios with high level of interference, identifying the channel with the minimum traffic load and interference is crucially important for the network performance.
In practice, the traffic load on a particular channel (i.e., channel load) is measured by using the Clear Channel Assessment (CCA) mechanism which can measure the fraction of time in which the channel is busy or idle [3] . The acquisition of the channel load information has been standardized with the IEEE 802.11k [4] , where the measurements are performed with request/response frame exchanges. Specifically, by sending channel load request frame, an AP can request from a station to monitor and measure the load of a set channels by using CCA. Then, the station that measured the channels returns the This work was partially sponsored by the EC FP7 Marie Curie IAPP Project 324515, "MeshWise" channel busy fraction on those channels by sending a channel load report frame.
We note that CCA based load measurement is performed within a non-negligible amount of time. Also, the monitoring station should stop its transmission/reception for the duration of the measurement to collect the load information on the targeted channel(s). To give an idea of how much time needs to be consumed to collect load information of each channel, we consider the 5 GHz frequency band where there are 23 nonoverlapping channels with a bandwidth of 20 MHz. If a channel is monitored for a duration of 50 milliseconds (ms) then the total time spent for the monitoring process will be equal to 1150 ms (1.15 seconds), which can significantly degrade the performance of the monitoring station in terms of both the throughput and delay. The degradation becomes even more acute if the monitoring station is the AP.
One way to reduce the overhead of the load measurement is to decrease the measurement time. However, the confidence of each measurement is an important parameter. In [5] , it was shown that the measurement duration must be sufficiently large so that some certain level of confidence can be guaranteed. In [6] , the authors studied the optimization of the duration of a single load measurement. It was shown in [7] that there is significant variation in channel loads reported by the same station at different times, which may have significant effect on the selection of the channel with the minimum load. In [8] , the authors proposed a channel selection mechanism which takes into account the channel load without considering the cost of obtaining the load information.
Another solution to reduce the time spent for the load measurement is to monitor only a limited number of channel at each measurement time instead of monitoring all the channels, which is the main interest of this paper. Specifically, we propose a dynamic load acquisition algorithm which aims to determine the channel with the minimum traffic load without measuring all channels in the interested frequency band. Our algorithm is based on Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) technique [9] , which is used to estimate the load of each channel by utilizing the previous load measurements. Based on the estimated load and the level of uncertainty in the estimations, it constructs a set of channels that have to be measured, and only those channels are measured at each measurement time. We show that GPR-based load measurement works well for reducing the cost associated with channel monitoring.
II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Data Collection
To validate the performance of our approach in practice we collect real data, and in this section, we first describe our testbed to collect the traffic load experimentally. In our testbed, we use a Wi-Fi station with Broadcom 802.11n chipset. We note that although the card does not support 802.11k, it still enables us to measure load 1 by using CCA mechanism. We examine the traffic load from wireless driver of the device, which takes values between zero and one, and one refers that the channel is busy during all the measurement time. We recall that CCA is a PHY layer function which is performed to sense the wireless medium. With the current implementation of CCA, a channel is measured for a duration of time, which we denote as T . We note that T depends on the algorithm implemented on the device, and can be modified by end-users. In practice, the channel measurement is performed in a discrete way. Specifically, T is divided into mini-slot, which has a fixed duration, and cannot be changed by end-users (i.e., depends on the card clock). CCA mechanism returns with 1 if the channel is busy during that mini-slot. Otherwise, it returns with 0. Let n(T ) be the number of mini-slot (i.e., number of samples) when the measurement duration is set to T . Then, the fraction of busy time of a channel is determined by averaging the results obtained with n(T ) samples. As T increases, the number of samples (i.e., mini-slot) increase as well, and as a result the measurements will become more accurate.
B. An Exhaustive Algorithm
Let C a = {C 1 , C 2 , · · · , C N } be the set of all available channels in the operating frequency band, where there are N channels with 20 MHz bandwidth. We denote L(t) = {L 1 (t), L 2 (t), · · · , L N (t)} as the traffic load vector, where L n (t) represents the traffic load on channel n when the measurements starts at time t. Our objective is to find the channel with the minimum load at a time. Therefore, we first give our exhaustive monitoring algorithm, namely Algorithm 1, which measures every channel individually for a duration of T seconds. Specifically, with Algorithm 1, the AP sends a channel load request frame by specifying all the channels in the band (i.e., in total N channels) to a monitoring station (MS). We note that the MS is not fixed, and the AP can send the request to a different station at different time. After receiving this request, the MS starts monitoring, and measures the load of all the channels by CCA mechanism, and it sends this information back to the AP. Then, the AP determines the channel with the minimum load. Let Algorithm 1 select the channel k * 1 (t) since it has the minimum load at time t. Let L k * 1 (t) be the load on channel k * 1 (t). Then, the average channel load with Algorithm 1 is given by
. We define c 1 as the cost in terms of time consumed for the measuring with 1 Traffic load on a channel is caused by not only the transmission of data packets but also the transmission of other management and control packets (i.e., beacons, RTS/CTS, ACK packets). Algorithm 1. Since all the channels are measured by Algorithm 1, c 1 = T × N .
Employing Algorithm 1 is costly since it requires a MS to monitor a large number of channels for a non-negligible duration. We recall that the following solutions are applicable to reduce the time spent for the measurement process: i-) one can decrease T , and then the overall time spent for monitoring all channels will be reduced as well. However, as we show in our experimental results given in Section IV, the channel selection with small values of T may result in incorrect decision, and the required confidence level may not be satisfied [5] ; ii-) one can also measure only a set of channel instead of all channels.
In our work, we adapt the second solution, and consider that at most K channels can be monitored upon a measurement request, where K ≤ N . We define C l (t) as the set of channels monitored at measurement time t, where | C l (t) |= K for all t.
Recall that when all channels are measured as in Algorithm 1, the channel with the minimum load is guaranteed to be selected. However, when K channels are monitored, it is not guaranteed to find the channel with the minimum traffic load. Hence, it is important to determine the set of channels that should be monitored. Note that the instantaneous measured data may be outdated at the time of channel selection due to the fast variation of the load processes. By taking into account this fact, in this work we adapt an estimation based solution for the determination of the set of channels, where we predict the channel load at each measurement time. We next describe our estimated based algorithm in more detail.
III. CHANNEL SELECTION WITH GPR
In this work, we employ GPR as the technique for channel load estimation [9] . GPR is a popular learning method for predicting and tracking of continuous processes, and it is widely used especially for practical problems including global optimization [10] , wireless scheduling [11] , global positioning [12] and the estimation in wireless sensor networks [13] . Note that the foundation of the approach adopted in GPR is Bayesian inference, where the main idea is to choose a priori model and update it with actual experimental data observed. Before explaining how channel load is estimated with GPR in detail, we first give the main reasons behind this choice; i-) GPR is a nonparametric regression model, and the current state of the underlying process can be estimated using only some previous measurement samples; ii-) GPR provides a simple way to measure the uncertainty in the estimation for any given set of channel load measurements. This is particularly important for the systems where there is only limited amount of measurement data; iii-) GPR can give estimations for the current state of the process using the most recent measurement results, and this is especially important for non-stationary processes, since previous measurements may become outdated and may not give much information about the current state.
A. GPR in Detail
Recall that Gaussian process regression aims to reconstruct the underlying function with limited data, which is the traffic load process in our case. It is important to highlight that the performance of GPR highly depends on how smooth of the underlying function is [9] . From our experimental data, we observe that the difference between even two instantaneous channel load observed at consecutive measurement times can be very high, which prevents us to obtain a smooth function for GPR to work well. In order to make the traffic load process smoother, we employ a linear smoother which uses the moving average by using the most recent w instantaneous load measurements. Specifically, let D n (t) = (L a n , τ n ) denote the set of channel load measurements taken in channel n at the beginning of measurement period t, where L a n = {L a n1 , L a n2 , . . . , L a nw } denotes the set of the averaged traffic load over by using the latest w instantaneous channel load taken at times, τ n = {τ 1 n , τ 2 n , . . . , τ w n }, and τ i n < t, ∀τ i n ∈ τ n , i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , w}.
where L n (τ k n ) is the instantaneous load of channel n at time τ k n . Note that an estimation cannot be done without some level of uncertainty. The degree of uncertainty in the estimation of the current process highly depends on the previously gathered measurement data and the dynamics of the process. For instance, the uncertainty level in the estimation of the current state of the channel which was monitored recently is less than the channel which has not been measured for a long time.
Hence, the amount of information that is obtained by gathering former channel is higher than the latter has. Similar to the work in [10] , we denote v n (t) as variance of the estimate of the state of that channel, and use it as the degree of the uncertainty in the estimation of the channel load. The following lemma is similar to the one given in [10] , and establishes that the information denoted as I n (t) obtained by measuring a channel is equal v n (t).
Lemma 1: Given D n (t), ∀n = 1, . . . , N, finding the channel that has the highest information at time slot t is equal to finding the channel which has the highest variance at that time slot, i.e., m * = argmax 1≤n≤N I n (t) = argmax 1≤n≤N v n (t).
(2)
We have two objectives; first one is to minimize the channel load. The second one is to measure each channel closely and to acquire information about the current load levels of the channels as much as possible so that the estimation variance,v n (t), is minimized. Next, we give our algorithm that aims to solve these two objectives at the same time. Here, we note that v n (t) is not the variance of the actual load process but the variance of the estimation with GPR. Let p(L n (t)|t, D n (t)) be a posterior distribution of channel n. According to GPR, a posterior distribution is Gaussian with meanL a n (t) and variance v n (t). Specifically, Gaussian process is specified by the kernel function, k n (τ i n , τ j n ), that describes the correlation of the load on channel n between two measurements taken at times τ i n and τ j n . It is possible to choose any positive definite kernel function. However, the most widely used is the squared exponential, i.e., Gaussian, kernel:
Given D n (t),L a n (t) and variance v n (t) are determined as follows:L a n (t) = k T n (t)K −1 n L n ,
where K n is a w × w matrix composed of elements k n (τ i n , τ j n ) for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ w and k n (t) is a vector with elements k(τ i n , t) for ∀τ i n ∈ τ n . Hence, the AP can easily predict the load on each channel at time t by using (4) . Furthermore, the variance v n (t) is used to measure the level of uncertainty in the estimation.
B. Channel Selection Algorithm with GPR
Here, we propose our algorithm, namely Algorithm 2, which selects and measures K channels at every measurement time. Specifically, in Algorithm 2, first the AP uses the latest w channel load for each channel in C a to calculateL a n (t) and v n (t) according to (4) and (5) . Then, it assigns a weight for each channel in C a as follows:
Next, the AP sorts W n (t)'s in descending order, and the first K channels in the order is determined. Let C l (t) be the set that contains the first K channels (e.g., with the maximum weights). Finally, the AP sends the channel load request frame to a MS to measure the channels only in the set C l (t), and the MS only measures the channel in C l (t), and sends the load information back to the AP. The channel with the minimum load in C l (t) is selected as the new operating channel. Let k * 2 (t) be the channel with the minimum load with Algorithm 2 at time t:
and L k * 2 (t) is the load on channel k * 2 (t) at that time. Then, the average channel load with Algorithm 2 is given by L 2 = lim t→∞
. Let c 2 be the cost in terms of time consumed for monitoring K channels with Algorithm 1, and c 2 = T × K. We note that the determination of the weights W n (t) in (6) is not unique, and one can choose a different weight function to increase the information and at the same to minimize channel load. The best function may be determined by simulation for a given setup. Also, a dedicated station (i.e., the MS) for channel monitoring is not necessary with Algorithm 2 either, and the AP can request the load information from different stations at different times in practice.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we provide the results of the impact of T on channel selection, and of the performance assessment of Algorithm 2 in terms of L 1 , L 2 , c 1 and c 2 . Our tests are carried out at an office environment where our device operates over 2.4 GHz band (i.e., N = 13). 
A. Effect of Measurement duration, T
In this part, we show the possible effects of the measurement duration T on the performance of Algorithm 2. For this, we have conducted various channel load measurements for different values of T . During the measurement there were 10 APs serving more than 50 users with fixed position. The APs are with Broadcom 4717 chipset where the IEEE 802.11n standard is supported, and the network has both TCP and UDP traffic with various rates. In our first test, the CCA supported AP monitors each channel for a duration of 10 ms to gather the load information. The measurements are performed in a consecutive manner where the AP first measures channel 1, then channel 2 and so on. After measuring channel 13, the AP restarts the measurement immediately, and in total collects 50 samples for each channel. Figure 1 shows the channel load measured when T = 10 ms. For clarity we only plot the results for channel 1, channel 5 and channel 13 as we observe that the other channels show similar characteristics. It can be observed that the variations in the traffic load is high for all channels when T = 10 ms. The effect of this behavior of the load process is that a channel with low load may become a highly loaded channel after a short time, which may result in incorrect channel selection. For instance, in Figure 1 we highlight the sample 8. At this point if the AP monitors the spectrum, it observes that the load on channel 1 and channel 5 are equal to 0.77 whereas it is equal to 0.46 for channel 13. Based on this information, AP decides to operate on channel 13. However, at the next sample point the load on channel 1, channel 5 and channel 13 are o 0.09, 0.66 and 0.51, respectively. Hence, at the new point the best channel with the minimum load is channel 1 and but not channel 13. Also, monitoring each channel for an insufficient duration may cause frequent channel switching, which brings additional costs such as more switching delay and frequent user disassociation. Hence, it is important to monitor each channel for a large duration so that sufficiently larger number of samples, n(T ), can be obtained, and the average of the obtained samples gives accurate results.
By taking into account this fact, we repeat the same exper- iment with larger values of T . Figure 2 depicts the channel load gathered when T = 50 ms and T = 100 ms. Clearly, as T increases the load curves become more smooth and the level of the non-stationarity decreases. Therefore, the problems associated with the non-stationary nature of the load process can be mitigated. Next, we present the performance of Algorithm 2 by using the load data gathered when T = 100 ms.
B. Performance of Algorithm 2
In this part, we present the results of the performance assessment of GPR in reducing measurement cost. For this, we apply Algorithm 2 and compare it with Algorithm 1 where all channels are monitored in sequence. We also compare Algorithm 2 with a benchmark algorithm where the prediction at a future point is performed simply by averaging the latest w measurement samples. Specifically, with the benchmark algorithm, the AP uses the latest w channel load for each channel in C a to calculate their time average channel load (e.g., sum the latest w channel loads and divide it to w), and only the K channels which have the minimum time average load are measured, and the channel with the minimum load among the measured channels is selected. Figure 3 depicts L 1 and L 2 which are the channel load averaged over 50 measurement points after Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 are applied, respectively. For Algorithm 2, we increase K from K = 2 to K = 10, and set w = 2. Since it is exhaustive, Algorithm 1 always selects the channel with the minimum load at each point. Clearly, as K increases, the average channel load with Algorithm 2, L 2 , decreases since the accuracy of the estimation increases with GPR, and it tracks the load process well with higher values of K. When K = 7, we observe that L 2 is approximately equal to 0.065, whereas the average channel load with Algorithm 1 is equal to L 1 = 0.063, which means Algorithm 2 can achieve approximately 97 % of the performance of Algorithm 1 by only monitoring K = 7 channels. On the other hand, the monitoring cost of Algorithm 1, c 1 , is equal to 13 × 100 = 1300 ms whereas the cost of Algorithm 2, c 2 , is equal to 7 × 100 = 700 Figure 3 , the benchmark algorithm achieves better performance when K < 4. However when K ≥ 4 and K < 10, Algorithm 2 outperforms the benchmark algorithm, which implies that if K ≥ 4 the tracking capability of GPR is sufficient to achieve better performance than that of the benchmark algorithm. When K is large (e.g., K = 10), both Algorithm 2 and the benchmark algorithm start to behave as Algorithm 1 since they measure almost all the channels. Figure 4 depicts the average error in the average load estimation when w = 2, w = 3 and w = 4. Clearly, as K increases, the estimation error decreases since the channels are tracked more accurately for higher values of K. This experiment indicates that the minimum estimation error is achieved when w = 2. We conclude that the channel load measured before the last two measurements are outdated, and it is more beneficial to use the most recent measurement results so that the estimation accuracy of GPR is improved.
V. CONCLUSION
We have developed a learning based dynamic channel load gathering algorithm which first decides on a set of channels that must be monitored, and the selection of the operating channel is determined by taking into account the estimated measurement data and the uncertainty levels of each estimation. We apply GPR technique to predict traffic load on each channel based on previous load measurements. In simulation results, we show that by applying GPR with the proposed algorithm, the cost associated with channel monitoring can be reduced significantly with only causing a small degradation in performance. As a future work, we want to investigate the effect of using different weight functions on the performance of Algorithm 2.
